"Sam, are you going to come over?" called Dan. "Party in Joe's cubicle."

"Is there even room for all of us in here?" asked Joe. His cubicle wasn't exactly spacious, and there was only the one chair--his.

"Oh for sure, we'll just crowd in a bit. By the way, I was wondering. Boss-lady said you were bad with people. Bad at talking to them. You're awfully talkative today, though. Did something change, or is she bananas?"

Joe flinched. Thinking about it rapidly he realized that he did feel more comfortable around Dan than he did around most people, probably a result of Dan's effusive exterior. It was moments like these, though, that reminded Joe to stay on guard around the affable--the more extroverted a man was, in his experience, the more likely he was to confront unpleasant topics.

Trying to find some way to answer Dan without either addressing his disdain for human interaction or lying, he took the easy route.

"Bananas," he said.

"Isn't she just?" smiled Dan. "Completely boinkers. Zonkers. Off-the-hook insanity!! That's the boss-lady and we just <i>love</i> her for it. At least, I do! She's unreal!"

"Mmmm, unreal," nodded Joe. And then he stopped nodding. A dark figure was standing behind Dan, looking every bit as ominous and frightening as a ringwraith. "Behind you!" he yelled, and Dan spun around, delivering a deft karate kick to the man behind him.

"Oh, damn it," Dan exclaimed, kneeling down over hs victim, whom Joe could now see was just a human being in a black hoodie. "My reflexes are good, Joe. In the future, please don't startle me."

"I don't know what about those reflexes could be called 'good,'" snorted Joe, leaning forward in his chair. "Do you know who he is?"

Dan pointed to the employee badge clipped to the man's hoodie pocket. It read "Sam B."

"Sam?" Joe asked. Dan nodded. "Will he be alright?"

"Indeed so. The man's resilient. He should come to any minute."

Joe crossed his heart and prayed for the swift recovery of his immediate superior. Then he laughed internally at the thought of Sam as his immediate superiorr. Though Sam was the one in charge of him, Dan felt more like a supervisor--after all, he spent a good hour or so in Joe's cubicle over the course of an average work day, and this was Joe's first time seeing Sam outside of IRC.

Sam stirred and then sat up.

Between the black hood, a pair of glasses, and ample quantities of facial hair, his face was well-obscured.

"Sam?" asked Joe, extending a hand toward the bearded glasses.

"Sam," confirmed Sam, leaning forward and shaking Joe's hand.

Sam stood wordlessly, as though Dan hadn't just floored him. As his glasses caught a reflection from the overhead lights, inspiration struck Joe. Under the right lightning conditions, Joe figured, and given an appropriately ridiculous hat, Sam would look every bit the ideal Final Fantasy black mage.

